A tool for large-scale energy modernization of residential sector of Ukraine
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Creating a platform for cooperation with partners to achieve goals

Ensuring operational effectiveness of the Fund

Creating an effective team of professionals

Improvement of the Fund’s products based on best international practices and technologies

Improving the customer experience

Building a Strong Team

Building operational strength

Product development

Creating an effective Platform for customer communication
EEF received 204 applications from HOAs

- 46 — Light Package (A)
- 158 — Comprehensive Package (B)

Estimated cost of projects:
UAH 1 billion 300 million 356 yew

Estimated amount of grants:
UAH 902 million 894 yew

Estimated energy savings:
90832,66 kW * h / year
or UAH 105 mln

HOAs from all over Ukraine are on the process of the preparation of applications
(According to IFC regional platform's pipeline)
Fund's Cooperation with the Cities

Energy Efficiency Fund

- The Fund helps with the development of new local Programmes of HOAs support;
- The Fund analyses and adapts the existing local Programmes;
- The Fund develops and provides standard Programmes for the cities and ATC (Amalgamated Territorial Communities)

MoC (Memorandum on cooperation)

Local Programmes of HOAs support were approved

Cities are going to approve their Programmes

* as of September 18, 2020
HOAs "LYPY-2" Novoyavorivsk, Lviv region

Comprehensive Package

Cost of project — UAH 4 199 968,00
Paid out grant — UAH 2 939 978

53% energy savings
HOAs «Povytriana 92», Lviv

Cost of project — UAH 1 648 645,00
Paid out grant — UAH 701 780

36% energy savings
HOAs "Hrushevskogo 13" Brovary

Cost of project — UAH 509,750.00
Paid out grant — UAH 295,691

23% energy savings
HOAs "Nash Dim 37b" Lutsk, Volyn region

Cost of project — UAH 1 954 963,00
Paid out grant — UAH 1 161 218,83

13,7% energy savings
HOAs "Stryiska 75" Lviv, Lviv region

Cost of project — UAH 1 407 700,00
Paid out grant — UAH 561 998, 51

26,6% energy savings
HOAs "Dobrobut Chuhuiv" Chuhuiv, Kharkiv region

Cost of project — UAH 486 491,00
Paid out grant — UAH 291 894, 60

16,5% energy savings
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